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Drafft resolution on preeventing and
a reduccing air p ollution to
t
imprrove air quality gloobally
The United Nations
N
Enviroonment Assem
mbly,
Recalling Un
nited Nations E
Environment Assembly ressolution 1/7, bby which the Assembly
A
endorseed strengtheniing the role off the United Nations
N
Enviro
onment Prograamme in prom
moting air
quality and urged meember states too take action to
t address air pollution,
Acknowledgiing the work oof some initiattives such as the
t United Naations Econom
mic
Commiission for Europe’s (UNEC
CE) Batumi Acction on Clean
ner Air (BACA
A) and the Asssociation of
Southeast Asian Nation’s Agreem
ment on Transb
boundary Haze Pollution tha
hat can inspire countries to
take action to improv
ve air quality and protect hu
uman health.
Reaffirming the
t Outcome ddocument of the
t United Naations Confereence on Sustaiinable
Develoopment (UNCS
SD) in which countries com
mmitted to pro
omote sustainaable developm
ment policies
that suppported health
hy air quality iin the context of sustainablee cities and huuman settlemeents, as well as
a
the 20330 Agenda forr Sustainable D
Development which outlinees a roadmap tto achieve susstainable
developpment, environmental proteection and pro
osperity for alll, and recognizzing that air pollution
abatem
ment is importaant to the attaiinment of the Sustainable Development
D
G
Goals (SDGs),
Recognizing that air polluttion is the sing
gle greatest en
nvironmental rrisk to health,, and one of thhe
main avvoidable causes of death annd disease glob
bally with som
me estimated 66.5 million prremature
deaths1 across the wo
orld attributedd to indoor and
d outdoor air pollution,
p
andd recognizing that
particularly in develo
oping countriees, air pollutio
on disproportionately affectts women, chiildren and the
elderly especially in low-income ppopulations ass they are often exposed to hhigh levels off ambient air
pollutioon and indoor air pollution from cooking
g and heating with
w wood fueels and keroseene.
Concerned th
hat air pollutioon is a global problem with
h far-reaching impacts due to
t its transportt
over long distances, and that in thee absence of aggressive
a
inteervention, thee number of prremature deathhs
due to ambient
a
air po
ollution are esstimated to be on track to in
ncrease by moore than 50% by
b 2050,2
Concerned further
fu
at the hhigh costs to society
s
of air pollution
p
due tto negative im
mpacts on the
econom
my, work prod
ductivity, healtth care costs and
a tourism am
mong others aand noting thee economic
benefits of investing in air pollutioon control and
d therefore und
derstanding thhere is also an
n economic
rationale to act and that cost-effecctive solutions exist to addreess air pollutioon,
1

See Am
mbient Air Polllution: A Globaal Assessment of
o Exposure and
d Burden of Dissease, WHO (2016)
(http://aapps.who.int/iiris/bitstream//10665/250141/1/97892415
511353-eng.pddf )
2
See Thhe Lancet Comm
mission on pollu
lution and healtth, London, Eng
gland, 19 Octobber 2017
(http://d
/dx.doi.org/10..1016/S0140-66736(17)3234
45-0).
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Mindful that poor air quality is a challenge in the context of sustainable development, to all
countries, in particular in cities and urban areas in developing countries, with levels of air pollution
higher than the World Health Organization air quality guidelines,
Recognizing that some air pollutants, such as black carbon, methane and ground-level ozone,
are also short-lived climate pollutants (SLCPs) and are responsible for a significant portion of air
pollution-related deaths, as well as impacts on crops and hence food security, and their reduction has
co-benefits for the climate.
Noting the voluntary reduction commitments and cooperative efforts by some Member States
to reduce emissions of black carbon, such as the aspirational collective goal set out in the Arctic
Council’s 2017 Fairbanks Declaration.
Acknowledging that air pollution affects several aspects of society and addressing air pollution
results in multiple benefits – to human health, the economy, ecosystems and to climate, and that efforts
across sectors are needed to improve air quality.
1.
Reaffirms the call in United Nations Environment Assembly resolution 1/7 for Member
States to take action across sectors to reduce all forms of air pollution and urges member states to:
(a)
Establish relevant systems to monitor air pollution, in order to be well-informed on the
state of air quality and sources of pollution in affected areas and to support improved air quality
management;
(b)
Set ambitious ambient air quality standards taking into account guidelines from the
World Health Organization;
(c)
Include, as appropriate, air pollutants that are also short-lived climate pollutants in
national action programmes to prevent and reduce air pollution;
(d)
Put in place policies and measures to prevent and reduce air pollution from their
significant sources;
(e)
Integrate and strengthen air pollution management aspects in the national development
agenda, and to internalize pollution costs;
(f)
Create awareness at national, sub-national and local levels and within the private sector
on the environmental, health and socio-economic negative impacts of pollution; as well as the
economic benefits of taking action;
(g)
Strengthen capacities to develop national and subnational emissions inventories as an
input to prioritize sectors and activities to further promote the emissions reduction measures;
2.

Encourages Member States when undertaking activities in paragraph 1 above to:

(a)
Consider using available tools, including BACA, to inspire, as appropriate, national
action to improve air quality and protect public health and ecosystems;
(b)
Consider joining or cooperating with, as appropriate, relevant global initiatives such as
the Climate and Clean Air Coalition and the Global Methane Initiative;
(c)
Facilitate action to reduce air pollution in urban and rural areas including by
encouraging cities and local governments to consider participating in, as appropriate, the BreatheLife
campaign;
3.

Also encourages Member States when undertaking activities in paragraph 1 (c) above

to:
(a)
Develop and implement national methane reductions strategies, where appropriate, that
could target key methane-emitting sectors; and,
(b)
emissions;

Prioritize measures to reduce particulate matter that also reduce black carbon

4.
Further encourages governments to pursue synergies and co-benefits between national
clean air policies and policies in key areas such as transport, including vehicle emissions and fuel
standards, urbanization, climate change, energy access and agriculture and to take advantage of
synergistic effects of efficient nitrogen management on reducing air, marine and water pollution.
5.

Stresses the need for further sharing of existing knowledge by:

(a)
Engaging in regional cooperation on science, technology, policy, measures and best
practices related to addressing air pollution;
2
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(b)
Sharing of knowledge among existing and any future regional cooperation fora, such
as UNECE CLRTAP, Asia Pacific Clean Air Partnership and African Sustainable Transport Forum, in
order to benefit from their experience and expertise on the topics in sub paragraph (a) above, including
through participating in expert workshops and other meetings in these fora, as appropriate.
6.
Calls on Member States to pursue a shared response and to identify solutions to
address air pollution including by:
(a)
Strengthening inter-governmental cooperation to address and reduce negative impacts
of air pollution;
(b)
Promoting increased cooperation between UNEP and the relevant international
organisations in order to strengthen the actions of these organizations on air quality;
(c)
Maximizing the efficiencies and synergies between the contributions of partners and
International Financing Institutions and other funding organizations to facilitate actions, including
regional and national initiatives, to address air pollution;
(d)
Inviting Member States in a position to do so, financial institutions and private sector
to contribute technical and financial support towards regional and national initiatives to address air
pollution;
(e)
Participating in workshops for experts to share information and best practices on
approaches, measures and capacity building;
7.

Requests the Executive Director to, within available resources:

(a)
Deliver information to stakeholders on the CCAC and assist in the implementation as
appropriate, of the Global Strategy to Introduce Low Sulfur Fuels3 and Cleaner Diesel Vehicles.
(b)
Assist in the implementation of Roadmap for Clean Fuel and Vehicle Standards in
Southern and Western Africa and the African Sustainable Transport Forum Action Plan.
(c)
Support the enhancement of regional cooperation to address air pollution, including
transboundary air pollution for interested member states, in the areas of science, technology, policy,
measures and best practices, in close cooperation with relevant initiatives, including the CLRTAP and
APCAP, and organize regional communities of practice for air quality management through UNEP’s
regional offices.
(d)
Provide a platform for cooperation and information-sharing between interested
Member States and relevant organizations working to reduce air pollution, such as the CRLTAP and
other organizations, and house capacity-building resources and online tools that enable Member States
to use existing air quality data to support policy and decision-making;
(e)
Continue to support countries, in particular developing countries, in putting in place
affordable air quality networks that will raise awareness among citizens about pollution levels and
their impact on human health and the environment, and produce regional assessments of capacity
needs based on input from the communities of practice;
(f)
Strengthen technical support provided by global and regional networks, as appropriate,
and to enhance institutional capacity to develop air pollution action plans, particularly within the
environment and health sectors, in cooperation with the World Health Organization, and for specific
issues, including in particular indoor air pollution;
(g)
pollution;

Support Member States in identifying, prioritizing and addressing key sources of air

(h)
Support developing countries in expanding the use of cleaner fuels for cooking to
prevent and reduce indoor air pollution through cooperating with partners to promote sustainable
finance, investment mechanisms, innovative and technological solutions, as well as education and
public awareness.
(i)
Assess gaps in, and opportunities for, mitigation and cooperation with a view to
advancing a shared response to addressing air pollution globally;
(j)
Undertake an assessment of progress being made by Member States to adopt and
implement key actions that can significantly improve air quality, in time for UNEA 5 and thereafter,
synchronized with the Global Environment Outlook cycle.
3

Cleaning Up The Global On Road Diesel Fleet: A Global Strategy To Introduce Low Sulfur Fuel and Cleaner
Diesel Vehicles. UNEP (2016)
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8.
Requests the Executive Director to report to the United Nations Environment
Assembly on the implementation of the present resolution at its fourth session.
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